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Is There a Future in Library Exhibitions?
Karl Dachs

I

am no prophet. I cannot tell you what library exhibitions are going to be like in
twenty or thirty years' time. I am certain, however, that they will have no future whatsoever if we remain wedded to the ideas espoused in recent work in the
field of librarianship. I quote one example of what I see as the prevalent attitude:
"Libraries want to give educational impulses through exhibitions and in so doing
want to offer a contribution towards the education of visitors; they want to advertise their collections as centres of further information."
No doubt this is an optimistic viewpoint. It is assumed, in an unreflective way,
that books are suitable objects for exhibitions, that the book itself can pass on information in the same way as an exhibition. This assumption ignores one basic fact:
books have not been created for this purpose. Books are not being collected in
libraries solely to be looked at but to supply texts written in a sequence of abstract
signals-ofletters.
Even if one assumes that the visitor to an exhibition takes the trouble to read the
texts displayed, the information is rather limited, for obviously only one doublepage opening can be on view. One should not be amazed, therefore, that book
exhibitions are not infrequently unsatisfactory to a lesser or greater degree. A basic
mistake made by their creators is that they take an abstract topic that they then
illustrate, or try to illustrate, with what they think are appropriate books. Exhibitions of this kind soon reach the limits of their effectiveness. Their makers sense
this and attempt to save the situation with lengthy explanations on display boards
and captions: what a shame! The effort put into the exhibition would have reached
the intended audience through a lecture, an article, or a bibliography much more
easily and efficiently.
Despite my apparently skeptical attitude, I am of the distinct opinion that book
exhibitions are possible and that they have a future. They must, however, follow
the criteria that are valid for art exhibitions. To quote Horace in his Ars Poetica,the
purpose of the written word is "prodesse et delectare": to be useful, to educateand to delight. The main aim of most art exhibitions lies in giving pleasure, with
the senses pleasurably engaged. Education is a secondary consideration. The exhibition should display the basic aesthetic of the objects themselves and in so doing
help to transmit the nature of their contents. Every aspect of an exhibition should
aim for the highest possible attraction to the senses.
How can such a conception be realized with books? In this brief talk I can only
outline a few ideas. For example, the number of books on display must be limited,
perhaps not exceeding more than one or two hundred objects. The visitor then
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has time to reflect upon each object. Too many riches quickly overpower even
the most interested viewer. Voltaire's words seem apposite: "Le secret d'ennuyer
est celui de tout dire."
Which kind of books then lend themselves to exhibition, so to speak? Books are
not only transmitters of texts, communicating intellectual and spiritual concepts;
they have their own integrity. The diverse uses to which the written word has been
put-for
example, a book that presents a scientific treatise, or one from the world
of belleslettres,or books where the contents have directly influenced their formrequire differing approaches if each book is to appeal to a wider audience through
exhibition. There are many possibilities, depending on the choice of material on
which they are printed, on their typography, on their layout and embellishment.
Nor must one forget the art of cover decoration and design. In addition, external
characteristics that situate the book as a product of its time, created for a particular
purpose or for a distinct audience, have to be taken into account. There are books
that, because of the importance of their contents, often possess an impressive outer
shape, and therefore stand out from the crowd of mass-produced items. Such works
should be at the core of library exhibitions. Books that possess an exemplary and
representative character, that reflect their contents and express these attitudes, make
ideal exhibits. Such books are found in great numbers in rare book and manuscript
libraries, such as here in the Houghton Library.
The topic for an exhibition should not be drawn out of thin air. It should be
developed in partnership with the existing or available objects. It is indeed fortunate if the theme for an exhibition can be explored through a great variety of representative books. It follows, therefore, that not every odd or interesting subject can
be dealt with and achieve consistently good results: not every topic will make a
good exhibition. From the visual point of view, works concerned with the art and
craft of making books, or with the love of books, or books about art, architecture,
and geography form suitable themes around which an exhibition can be created.
Historical subjects pose difficulties. Historical events happen only partially within
the shape of written media. Indispensable to library exhibitions, although highly
problematical, are the fields of music and literature. Musical scores and literary
works do not, in themselves, convey the effect desired by their creator. It is through
listening to the music and reading the text that the intention of the composer and
poet can be reactivated and can kindle our interest in listening and reading. Exhibitions of this kind are bound to get stuck in the forecourt of the biographical and
anecdotal. This is particularly true for the abstractions of science and philosophy.
Once the objects for an exhibition have been chosen, their order and display
should not be at the mercy of the creator of the exhibition. Each work has its individuality, and this must be seen in closer or wider relation to other exhibits. A good
exhibition is a cosmos in which single objects,just as the stars in the heavens, follow
their gravitation, arrange themselves and achieve a harmony and balance through
their configuration within the whole. The art of the exhibition maker is merely to
understand these relations and to clarify them. This I want to call "interpretation";
it is a scientific activity that makes use not of the word but of visual methods.
An exhibition built upon these visual aspects has a chance to be accepted by the
public. Such an exhibition should not primarily address the expert and specialist,
but a much wider audience. Not just anybody and everybody, however, but a
mature and informed public that is well-educated and open-minded and has an
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intellectual wish to engage with a new world. An exhibition is no "teach-in";
rather, it offers the challenge of a free and intellectual exchange with the artifacts
themselves, thus widening personal horizons. The viewer should be drawn along
the path of visual experience, leading to reflection about the object, and thus reaching a new, and perhaps deeper, level of understanding. Visitors to the exhibition
are thereby not belabored with dead facts but create for themselves a
Bildungserlebnis.Seeing that they have been taken seriously, visitors ultimately thank
the makers of the exhibition by supporting the library and by disseminating a positive image of it in wider circles.
The art of making exhibitions consists in pushing to the limit what can be experienced through the senses. Nevertheless, with book exhibitions there remains the
necessity for explanation, which will be accomplished through captions and through
a catalog-both
indispensable to any serious exhibition. The catalog, with its illustrations, repeats (at least in part) the visible character of the exhibition. The text
displays the results of research; it addresses both the research and teaching functions.
Good, impressive book exhibitions are made possible by limiting their subject
to a certain degree. There seems to be a future for them. I see, however, a serious
danger resulting from the kind of books we have in manuscript and rare book libraries. We preserve objects encapsulating about 1200 years of written tradition.
When we pass them before our eyes, we must acknowledge their visual impact:
their representative and exemplary values, features that make these books legitimate exhibits with an immediate visual appeal (something that perhaps will be lost
in the following centuries). High medieval manuscripts have an undoubted aura
even if they are without miniatures. In the handwritten mass production of later
medieval times, this impressiveness is already waning. The new medium of the
printed book, the incunable, began with great dignity, and gave full weight to the
outer form. Even though the post-incunabula period created important books in
which the intellectual contents and the external form are balanced, we must nevertheless note a historical rendering towards banality, a reduction into mere information. What a contrast between the Dante edition from Florence in 148 l, with
the copperplates after Botticelli, and the first editions of poetry from the time of
Goethe. What a difference between Nicholas Copernicus' De revolutionibusorbium
coelestiumof 1543, in which a scheme of the new heliocentric world system is shown
so clearly, and the first publication of Einstein's Theory of Relativity.
It can be said that since the nineteenth century the look of the book has become more and more uniform and offers less and less possibility to deduce its
contents from its exterior. A welcome addition to the repertoire of curators is the
increasing number of exhibitions devoted to autographs and manuscripts of authors that offer insight into the development and genesis of their works: in short,
into the authorial process.
In this field radical changes can be seen. The typewriter has replaced handwriting. Letters remain unwritten because of telephone conversations. More fundamental changes in the genesis of literary production are taking place due to
electronic technology. The various stages of "literary ripening" through which a
manuscript passes can often be seen by comparing each subsequent draft, side by
side. This process is now rendered invisible in the computer. The opus is sent on
diskette to the publisher, perhaps never printed out in its final form, and sunk into
an anonymous data-pool.
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The approaching problems are tremendous. They threaten the essential archival
character oflibraries by transforming them into information mediators dependent
upon the owners of computers. This subject is not to be addressed here, however,
for I am focusing on the effects of these new technologies on exhibitions. And, of
course, I overstress the situation. I am of the decided opinion that the book in its
classical form has a future, if not in the field of science, then in the humanities, in
the beaux arts, and in literature. There is a noticeable countermovement against
the decay of the printed book. Especially here in the United States, in artists' books,
bibliophilic books of the highest rank are being created that satisfy, from the technical viewpoint, the highest standards for a book produced in its traditional form.
Let me give you a single example: the book Nohow on by John Ryman, based on
a text by Samuel Beckett and published in 1989. The development of this genre
will continue.
Nevertheless, the development of invisible books will also continue. So what
will be left for our exhibitions? Shall we resign ourselves, return to exhibitions with
our traditional old books, which we tum like kaleidoscopes? No! We must be open
towards new media within our exhibitions. Let me give another example: John
Cage died a short while ago; honor to his name, for he was an important man. An
exhibition about John Cage cannot but deal with audiocassettes and videotapes.
The limited edition, one of the traditional fields for exhibitions, has, within the
Fluxus movement, already broken the traditional shape of the book and has extended the range of available material to different media. We should also not exclude the use of electronic data, acquiring and presenting scientific material in
future exhibitions with all of the attendant hardware and software.
As librarians we have always had to deal with particularly intransigent material
in our exhibitions. We have learned to search for visual qualities in objects that are
put together mainly from abstract signals. Exhibitions are going to become more
and more difficult for us in the future. We must, however, take up the challenge if
we do not wish to lose our connection with life.

